
Years ago Metrop introduced a new gener-
ation bio-mineral fertilizers in Holland. After 
Dutch growers discovered the benefits of 
Metrop expert fertilizers they saw their 
harvest increase with 20% to 50% !!

Metrop started more than 20 years ago. Metrop 
originates from grow enthusiasts that wanted to bring 
better products to growers. Most growers want to live 

free and make their own choices in life, with Metrop you can. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY
Metrop Dutch fertilizers are made of very, very high quality 
raw and concentrated ingredients. At Metrop we use only the 
best Macro (NPK ), micro-mineral and chelated trace-elements. 
Because we use these high quality ingredients from the raw 
materials Metrop reaches concentrations levels that are 
ten-times (10X) higher than regular hobby-nutrients. This high 
quality makes Metrop the ‘number 1 choice of professionals’.

METROP BRINGS OUT THE BEST
At Metrop we believe that our customers want the maximum 
out of their plants, big, heavy buds and crops. The high quality 
basic materials not only increase plant-health, along with grow 
and production, but also improves the taste of your buds and 
crop! 

RESEARCH & KNOW-HOW
Metrop fertilizers are different in basic concentrations. For ex-
ample Metrop promotes a higher concentrate of Phosphor (P) 
right from the start. The world’s leading horticultural University 
of Wageningen (Holland) research proved that plants need 
more Phosphor (P) in there grow phase and extra Phosphor 
(p) together with Potassium(k) in the blooming phase. METROP 
is a fertilizer that can deliver this high levels of Phosphor(P) & 
Potassium (K). 

PROFESSIONALS
When you open the bottle MR1-grow & MR2-bloom the 
content is  thick, heavy and concentrated. The fertilizers are 
comparable with green yoghurt. Metrop fertilizers are well 
balanced and topped with rich elements, All Metrop products 
can easily be used for all mediums and in each plant grow 
system. With the richness of macro- and micro- element, there 
is no need for separate Coco, soil or hydroponic bottles, only 
the grow schedules varies. Metrop needs to be measured 
carefully, It is easy to use and gives each grower more freedom 
to cultivate as they choice. Metrop sets you free. . That is why 
Metrop Metrop sets you free:  

THE #1 CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS

www.metrop.net

HOW IT ALL STARTED 
IN HOLLAND



OUR 
PRODUCTS

В Metrop използваме най-добрите налични 
суровини за макро- и микроелементи, 
някои от които се използват изключително 

и само от Metrop. Ето защо можем да вложим и 
да постигнем безпрецедентно високи нива на 
NPK и микроелементи в нашия тор. С разреждане 
от 1: 2000, Metrop е 10 пъти по-концентриран 
от повечето обикновени и просто подхранващи 
торове, а освен това има уникално високи 
и балансирани стойности на NPK. Поради 
това торовете Metrop имат право да носят 
обозначението на Европейската комисия за 
ТОРОВЕ. В Metrop ние произвеждаме торове не 
просто подхранващи вещества за растенията.

В Metrop произвеждаме превъзходно балансирани 
и най-съвременни торове, подкрепени с 
международни изследвания. Metrop торовете за 
разтеж и цъфтеж осигуряват на вашите растения 
всичко, от което те се нуждаят... и още. 
В Metrop предлагаме линия от 5 основни продукта, 
които осигуряват напълно нуждите на вашите 
растения. Плюс допълнително и специален тор 
за растения майки, наречен MAM. Основната 
продуктова линия на Metrop се състои от: 

  TUTTI I MEDIUM! 
  GROW MR1 &  BLOOM MR2

  CALGREEN 
  FOR AN IMPROVED CELL STRUCTURE

  ROOT+
  A POWERFUL ROOT ACCELERATOR

  AMINOXTREM
  BETTER LEAVES, BIGGER PLANTS, 
  BUDS & HIGHER HARVESTS

  MAM
  THE ONLY AND BEST FERTILIZER FOR 
  YOUR MOTHER-PLANTS

www.metrop.net

  METROP ROOT+

A POWERFUL ROOT ACCELERATOR

The world’s purest and greatest root-product, ROOT+ is a very high-
quality nutrient and vitamin accelerator that speeds up and enables 
additional grow in the root system and stem. Combined with the 
right fertilizers Metrop ROOT+ allows for  beautiful white roots, that 
have many hair-vessels to soak up energy.

  METROP MR1.

GROW

MR1 is a top & unsurpassed fertilizer, with high NPK biominerals 
and natural extracts. MR1 fertilizer includes high levels of 
Phosphorus (P) to create a large root system. The extra Potassium 
(K) enables each plant to increase in strength & health. Metrop MR1 
is biological degradable.

  METROP CALGREEN 

FOR AN IMPROVED CELL STRUCTURE

Calgreen compound is an important catalyst for the plantcellwalls 
and makes durable strong cellwalls that results in more compact, 
heavier tops. Because your plants are healthy and strong Calgreen 
provides 80% defence against most moulds, pest  and rot diseases. 

Calgreen can also be used as the topmost foliarspray. 

  METROP AMINOXTREM
  
BETTER LEAVES, BIGGER PLANTS, 
BUDS & HIGHER HARVESTS

AminoXtrem stimulates an explosive formation of  large buds and 
extensive root grow, it stimulates plant-own hormones in the 
formation of leaves & tops. AminoXtrem contains unique amino acids 
produced through “biosynthesis”.  AminoXtrem combined with Metrop 
MR2 PK 20-40 (w/w PK 16-25) enhances the process of photosynthesis 
which provides vast amounts of sugars in the plant-sap.

  METROP MAM
  
THE ONLY AND BEST FERTILIZER 
FOR YOUR MOTHER-PLANTS

MAM is the first and only fertilizer developed especially for mother 
plants. The NPK and micro-elements balance is composed to produce 
a healthy and huge clone production from your Mother-plant. MAM 
provides you with cuttings that are resilient, more vibrant and 
healthier, resulting in great cuttings that can be stored longer.

  METROP MR2.   
  
CONSISTENT BLOOM POWER

MR2 is the bloom-power fertilizer. The unique combination of NPK, 
with a PK of 20-40 (w\w PK 16-25), will bring you high yields and the 
biggest buds ever. The high quality MR2 trace- & micro-elements, 
like magnesium (Mg0) for optimal chlorophyll makes sure your 
plants will get a bloom explosion!


